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Consider evolution of              spirals from one center.

(G)

Mathematical models:

(1) Allen-Cahn type equation: ’97 Karma-Plapp, 

Kobayashi(Private communication)

(2) Level set equation: ’00 Smereka, ’03 O



Point: Level set formulation for open curve.

We set

Claim! Neither interior nor exterior exists.

⇒Usual level set does not work well.

Solution is in viscosity solution sense(’91 Chen-Giga-Goto, Evans-Spruck).



Why we consider step motion?

→Nucleation occurs under high supersaturation.

→Step catches atoms even under low supersaturation.

Why we consider spiral steps?

→Parallel steps are disappeared if steps go ahead and 

fulfill the surface.

→Spiral supplies step eternally.

Why a center is fixed?

→Area a center walk around is too small (same order 

of several atoms) so that no one see what happen around  

a spiral center and a tip.

→However, we remove a disc around center (its 

boundary is the trajectory of a tip).



’03 O: Comparison and existence of viscosity solution.

’08 Goto-Nakagawa-O: Uniqueness of level sets with 

respect to choice of initial data



Question: Does a bunch of spirals keep its “width”?

Motivation: Spiral crystal growth(’51 Burton-Cabrera-Frank)

Spiral steps evolve by mean curvature flow with driving 

force.

Curve has height.

⇒Height of steps are described by a number of bunched steps.

Bunch of O(100) unit steps

or



Allen-Cahn type equation(’97 Karma-Plapp, Kobayashi)

’02 Ogiwara-Nakamura

There exists            such that for any solution

holds, where 

Bunched steps become m

times rotation symmetric.

There exists a rotating spiral solution of the form



cf. ’89 Rubinstein-Sternberg-Keller

Let

I=II=0 ⇒ satisfies (LV)m. (AC)           (LV)m

Question

Is a bunch of spirals also unstable in level set equation?

NO!



How each Γj,t is described by our 

formulation?

When a curve go around the 

origin, then        increases 

Continuous curve



Physical view point

Spiral curve = Steps supplied by screw dislocation.

The spiral curves are on edge of a helical surface.

Lattice of atoms has a 

structure of spiral staircase.

We now introduce

Then,





It means

Unfortunately, it is inconvenient to give the proof 

beuse of the multiplicity of θ.



Bunch of spirals evolves by V = C –κ.



(AC): Diffusion for all direction.

(LV): No diffusion in the direction of n.

No interactions between spirals.

Claim: vj is a viscosity solution to (LV)1.

Γj,t evolves 

by (G).

Form of single evolving spiral



Difficulty: Estimate of “location” on implicit curve.

Location of Level set:

L∞ estimate between two 

solutions does not work well.

Location of Multiple Level set:

Gradient estimate of solutions 

does not work well.

Strategy: by Comparison

Derive the comparison of interior and exterior sets 

from the comparison of sub- and supersolutions.





・Rotation invariance:

・Description of rotated curve
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+Description of rotating curve

evolve by (G) in the sense by (LV)1.

make a bound of spirals.



We now pick up j-th curve. We may assume that kj=0 

without loss of generality. Note that

Interior of

Exterior ofThis implies

(2)
<

≦



Interior
Exterior is over the interior



Comparison of interior sets 

and rotation of core spirals

“<” side is 

obtained from 

(1)’ and (2)



• Bunch of spirals around spread spiral are stable in 

Level set form.

• The bunch evolves by same evolution equation.

• Stability of bunch around general spirals.

• Two or multiple centers.

• Singular limit of Allen-Cahn type equation and 

convergence of internal transition layer to 

evolution by level set equation. (work in progress)


